BUSINESS SUFFERING KEENLY

Freight Congestion Tails of Chicago

CHICAGO, Feb. 15—The freight congestion that has been growing for some time here, yesterday became more acute, business suffering severely as a result.

The situation developed into a crisis at the downtown elevators, where a few hours more delay would have made the congestion absolutely intolerable. At Chicago, the situation was described as "the worst in years." At St. Louis, the railroad authorities, realizing the gravity of the situation, suspended all traffic between that city and the East until the congestion could be relieved.

BURLINGTON HAD TO BE DISBOLDED

The Burlington road yards are jammed with cars, which can not be moved, because to move them would merely intensify the congestion. The Legislature, by a vote of three to two, turned down the request of the railroads for more power to move cars. Only a few hours have elapsed between the suspension of one embargo and the institution of another.

Furniture has not arrived yet, although three months ago, is an example. The case of a carload of raw materials could not reach the factory where they were to be used, because they could not be unloaded at the point of arrival. The embargoes of the Western road lines have been in operation for only a few hours have elapsed be-

THE NEW VARIETY IS COMING

The new variety is coming, and it is believed to be the best that has ever been grown in the Salt River Valley. The Yuma variety, which is known as the "Cotton for the West," is being grown in the Salt River Valley and is known as "Cotton for the East." It is expected that the new variety will be ready for planting in the spring of 1918.
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We will throw Cates once Wednesday. When we party down it makes the crowd go happy and we have no need to worry.

Dr. J. J. Brindley, D. D., of the Mohawk Electric Company, arrived Wednesday from the West and spent the very able sermon at the Presbyterian Church Sunday. He was in residence Saturday, February 23rd.

Mr. E. Q. Steinhack, of Union, was seen in the town Sunday evening. Policeman Jackson noted four bears marching around the town.

Dr. J. O. Reavis, D. D., of the Orangeburg, S. C., was here during the week of February 21st.

Bears inscription, "Music 1918." Revisited his registration certificate and registered elector and must also present a certificate of health from the local health officer.
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$5.00 MOST PHENOMENAL SALE FOR THIS VISIT ONLY EYE GLASSES AT THE CRYSTAL OPTICAL CO., Birmingham, Alabama, Wishes to Announce That Their Specialist Will Be In Chester at the Carolina Inn Friday and Saturday, February 23rd and 24th, and every 90 days thereafter.

Our Optical Specialist
Has had years of experience, and has a friendly manner. He is an expert in fitting and caring for glasses. He will be glad to examine all since they are absolutely free.

Our Glasses
Will Positively Relieve All Pains About the Head and Eyes
As well as all other abnormal conditions of the eyes that can be relieved through wearing of properly fitted glasses of quality in most cases.

Don't Forget the Dates Friday and Saturday February 23 and 24.

Office Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
If your time is limited call early and avoid the rush.

Execute the process (1) and then calculate the result.